
Sailing Ships - May BoM 2024  
Kit contains enough fabric to make two 8.5" blocks. 
 
 
 
 
Only trim where indicated below. 

1. Pair up the squares. (sky piece with large sail piece, sky piece with small sail 
piece, and sky piece with flag piece) 

2. Draw a diagonal line from one corner to the other on one of each pair piece. 

 
3. Sew a quarter inch seam on either side of the line. 

 
4. Cut along the line, open each piece and iron to the sky side. 
5. You now have 2 sets of three half square triangles. 

 
6. Trim the 2 large sail pieces to 5" square. 
7. Trim the 2 small sail pieces to 4" square. 
8. Trim the 2 flag pieces to 1.5" square. 

 
9. Take the small square sea pieces and fold in half diagonally to mark sewing line. 

Pay close attention to the direction of the fabric design. It needs to lay 
horizontally once sewn onto the rectangle brown fabric. 

10. Sew the square sea pieces on the diagonal line to each end of the brown fabric. 
11. Trim the excess fabric, open each piece and iron to the dark sid. 
 

 

12. Trim the rectangular ship block to 8.5" by 2.5". 

 
13. Lay out all the pieces in position for both blocks before sewing the pieces 

together.  Do the following steps twice to end up with two blocks. 

 
14. Sew the rectangular sky piece to the sky side of the flag piece and iron to the sky 

piece. 
 

15. Sew the flag and sky piece to the smaller sail, and iron to the sail side.  

 
16. Sew the large sail to your previous piece, and iron to the large sail side. 

 
17. Sew the ship piece to the long sea piece, and iron to the ship piece. 

 
18. Sew the sails piece to the ship piece, and iron to the ship piece. 

 
 

Iron both blocks. DO NOT trim again. 
Make yourself a cuppa (and have a biscuit) for a job well done! Thank you for making my block. Louise King 


